It has never been easier to rally everyone in
your business...
Gopher is quick and easy to launch. A dedicated rep will help onboard, train and manage your program.
We reach out to everyone in your business to ensure buy-in and success. Below are some questions we sometimes
encounter before launch.

Is the timing right?

When is a better time to increase sales, communication and oversight? We do all the heavy lifting so you don’t have too.
We’re not like other platforms that can be complex to use and require big rollouts. All we need from you is a list of the
users you’d like involved. We will handle the rest! See what the people at WM had to say about working with Gopher.

Don’t my people already do this?

You may get opportunities from your people here and there. Maybe it’s from a text, email, or clunky software system...
and that’s a start! However, ask your self, how much business are your people really bringing you? Do you effectively
engage and incentivize them? They are the foundation of your business and often have a lot more to contribute. They
are also in the best place to do so.
Gopher is comprehensive and engaging, designed to get you more out of the people you already pay while keeping them
efficient and engaged. The best part is you’ll have full oversight to ensure it’s worth it. Check out our features page to
learn more.

Will my people do this / do I want them too?

The mobile app is often regarded by employees (drivers, reps, techs, etc) as the easiest-to-use app they have on their
phones. It takes under 10 seconds to send a lead and uses next to no data. The majority of employees starting sending
opportunities in the first 2 weeks.
From our experience, the bottleneck is not with the frontline employee, rather the sales rep that can’t move fast enough
to action all the leads. We see old-school drivers that barely use email sending multiple leads...why won’t your people?
See a real driver talking about the app.

Are we too small? Everyone already “talks”

Talking happens in any company, but how do you track what’s important? We work with businesses from 5 employees
up to more than 5000. If you are a small business, this is a high impact and affordable way to grow!

Will you integrate with our current systems?

We can integrate seamlessly with any system you have. Many of our big clients have required custom integrations.

Is it worth it?

Gopher is very affordable and high impact compared to other technology solutions. The only way to see is to give it a
shot. See for yourself with our ROI calculator.

If you have any questions or need us to present to another stakeholder, please give us a call at 888 850 7190 or email us
join@gopherleads.com

